LMS Selection Committee

Motion

The Committee endorses the selection of Canvas as the LMS for the University of Kentucky, with the following assumptions:

1. UKAT will work with the Office of Undergraduate Education to ensure that the UK CORE assessments function well with Canvas, without interruption in service during the migration from Blackboard.

2. The university will contract with TurnItIn or a vendor of equivalent or better quality to promote and ensure academic integrity and prevent plagiarism in submitted student work.

3. UKAT, in partnership with CELT and the Colleges, will design and deploy an effective Transition Support Service comparable to that of Indiana University and the University of Texas – Austin. This Transition Support Service will include College-specific implementation policies and plans, as well as a Student Implementation Strategy.

4. UKAT will provide, with the guidance of the LMS Search Committee, a Transition Timeline to include the start-date of the transition, details for the dual availability period for Blackboard and Canvas, and the sunsetting of Blackboard on campus.